Literature meetings are on Fridays at 4:00 pm in the Bennett Conference Room. Hoover group research discussions are on Fridays at 9am.

Research Meeting Rotation: John, Andreas, Aaron, Bhasker, Li, Rob, Jiaqi

Literature Meeting Rotation: Brian N., Rachael, John R., Trina, Aaron, Jessica R., John (Yu Zhang), Li, Rob, Bhasker, Notashia, Anitha, Brett, Jiaqi, Forough

Literature Presentations:
Powerpoint presentations discussing one recent publication (from Science, JACS, ACIE, or another top-tier journal). These presentations should include a brief mention of the relevant background in addition to the experiments performed in the study, the significance and the authors’ conclusions. The presenter should bring the selected papers to group meeting the week before the presentation.

Formal Research Presentations:
These will be power point presentations covering research progress made since your last formal research presentation and any literature background that is relevant to your current work. Each group member will give one or two formal research presentations each semester. Your first formal presentation will likely be mostly literature background.